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Abstract

By connecting the mind, body, and breath, yoga possesses the 1mique ability to unlock a dancer's
potential as a performer and ultimately, a communicator both with their surroundings and within. It
is human nature to constantly search for new perspective and insight; yoga produces this from what
those individuals already bring to the table. Yoga requires a rootedness to the earth and feeds off
surrounding life. Using yoga as the introductory vessel, the dancers lose themselves in effort,
energy, and movement through space. Their heightened awareness allows them to improvise from a
different approach; not as strictly as dancers, not as pedestrians, but somewhere in between. Two
bodies practicing side by side are not only flowing together. They are dancing together.

Senior Thesis Description

An aspiring dancer and artist, yoga first presented itself four years ago as a method to relieve
stress, pr,;-vent injury, and aid in flexibility. It soon became much more; a way of living life in
harmony with the world and within. Yoga allows the individual to be a part of something greater,
providing a sense of peace and oneness with the universe. I hope to share and spread this practice
through teaching, learning, and collaborating.
With this mentality, I embarked on my Senior Thesis exploration with an internship teaching
power vinyasa flow yoga at Bums Recreation Center. Teaching Monday nights to students,
athletes, dancers, and professors alike,, I was able to experience working with a broad range of
abilities. I started to develop an undei'standing of the various benefits for different people
through yoga. Still, I was intrigued by yoga's connection to dance and the paths that dancers
might find through the practice.
On my own, I began to individually research variations of yoga new to me with hands on
investigation. I spent several months in the fall taking Bikram yoga classes in Marina Del Rey
and Ashtanga yoga with modem dance Professor Robbie Cook. This personal collecting of
information fueled my desire to link yoga and dance even further. No longer able to resist the
voice of my inner artist, I signed myself up to choreograph a piece for the Student Dance Concert
with yoga acting as my creative guide. I concluded the fall semester laying out the very, very
rough draft that would eventually become my duet for the Spring Concert.
After two years of teaching yoga, this duet was my first in depth look at the ways in which yoga
has the potential to set a strong foundation for dancers. The process consisted of throwing my
dancers, Rhett and Taylor, into the studio with improvisational tasks and games and partnering
challenges to work through. With the energy and flow of yoga to back it up, this work came
from a place of intention that did not rely on steps and structured choreography. The dancers'
performance reflected the beautiful creatures that they are and the unique, one-of-a-kind
relationships created in an organically evolving environment. Overall, my Senior Thesis helped
me to grow as a yoga instructor, choreographer, dancer, and well-rounded artist.
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GOALS/ASPIRATIONS
KINESTHETIC Movement
• To refine and broaden my yoga and dance techniques through physical practice and
w~ditation.
ARTISTIC
• To explore the interconnection of yoga, dance, and movement and how they intertwine.
• To develop my yoga practice as a platform that deepens the connection to my body and
improves my performance as a dance artist.
PERSONAL
• To be more confident in pushing my physical and mental abilities past what is
comfortable
• Yoga will help me take risks vhile simultaneously maintaining a healthy vessel.
Teaching Goals
• To establish a learning environment for my students that make them feel welcome and
open to new ideas.
• To push students out of their comfort zone but also teach them to listen to their bodies.
• To help athletes improve their performance and prevent injury using an emphasis on
lengthening muscles and deepening body connection.
• To teach fellow dancers; helping them explore yoga artistically so that they are able to
use yoga as a tool that enriches improvisation, ignites performance quality, and generates
increased confidence.
Cognitive Goals
• To deepen my knowledge of the body and anatomy as it relates to yoga and dance.
• To further research the history of yoga, Sanskrit, and meditation.
• To create my own terminology and methods to help athletes, dancers, and all yogis better
understand their bodies.
• To broaden my knowledge about various types of yoga and study how different styles
help dance and the body in different ways.
Practical career Goals
Entering the "real world", I hope to clearly convey my knowledge and teaching abilities, earning
the respect of students and professionals. I want to use my physical and mental awareness
surrounding yoga to distinguish me as an individual in the field of dance involving auditions,
teaching, connections, etc. I hope to instruct yoga consistently as a source of income as well as a
gateway to new opportunities and occupations. I want to be able to travel in my work and
deepen my practice on a world-wide level. Overall, yoga and dance will help me approach any
scenario or obstacle through a different lens. Most importantly, I want to share my passion for
mind, body, soul connection with the community.
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Forms of Yoga Goals
KINESTHETIC Movement
•

To refine and broaden my yoga and dance techniques through physical practice and
meditation.

ARTISTIC

•

To explore the interconnection of yoga, dance, and movement and how they intertwine.

•

To develop my yoga practice as a platform that deepens the connection to my body and
improves my performance as " dance artist.

PERSONAL
•

To be more confident in pushing my physical and mental abilities past what is
comfortable

•

Yoga will help me take risks while simultaneously maintaining a healthy vessel.

Cognitive Goals

•

To deepen my knowledge of the body and anatomy as it relates to yoga and dance.

•

To further research the history of yoga, Sanskrit, and meditation.

•

To create my own terminology and methods to help athletes, dancers, and all yogis better
understand their bodies.

•

To broaden my knowledge about various types of yoga and study how different styles
help dance and the body in different ways.

Previous Yoga Experience

When I was 17 years old, I began taking hot yoga classes back in Seattle, WA, after a
dance teacher recommend it for cross training purposes. My initial hopes were that taking
several classes a week in addition to dancing would help lengthen my muscles and improve my
flexibility. But after the very first class, I was hooked. I became a regular yogi, passing through
the studio at least once a day. Because of my dance background, the poses and flow that
characterize Vinyasa flow yoga especially resonated with me. And so, two years after beginning
my practice (and coincidentally two years ago), I enrolled in a 200 hour Hot Power Vinyasa flow
teaching certification course with Hot Yoga Inc. through Yoga Alliance. My training program
was crammed into 10 hour long training days for a rigorous month. Spending all of that time in
the hot room stripped away my physical reasons to practice, allowing my emotional, mental, and
spiritual needs to emerge and become nourished through my blooming practice. I found my
outlook, energy, and emotional health improving as I dove into my lessons. By the end of my
certification, I was full of genuine inspiration and bursting with the desire to share my experience
to my future students. My first few classes as a new yoga teacher were merely free lessons in the
park for anyone to attend. I volunteered to teach in my old High School PE department, worked
private birthday parties, and began applying to jobs at The University of South Florida where I
attended school. In fall 2013, I hired on at USF's Recreation Center and continued to build my
class until there was not enough room for the 75 students and we had to split the class in two.
My hunger to instruct only grew from that point on, and I also began teaching at studios in
Seattle whenever I was home on break as well as privates both in Florida and Seattle. With my
transfer to LMU, I knew that finding a job teaching would immediately make me feel more at
home in my new, unknown environment. And with that, my internship that would soon become
my Senior Thesis began ...
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Bikram Yoga is the 26 postures Sequence selected and developed by Bikram Choudhury
from Hatha Yoga.

It has been proved and experienced by millions that these 26 postures systematically
work every part of the body, to give all the internal organs, all the veins, all the
ligaments, and all the muscles everything they need to maintain optimum health and
maximum function. Each component takes care of something different in the body, and
yet they all work together synergistically, contributing to the success of every other one,
and extending its benefits.
Bikram Yoga's twenty-six posture xercises move fresh, oxygenated blood to one hundred
percent of your body, to each organ and fiber, restoring all systems to healthy working
order, just as Nature intended. Proper weight, muscle tone, vibrant good health, and a
sense of well-being will automatically follow.
Bikram's Beginning Yoga Class is a twenty-six asana series designed to scientifically warm
and stretch muscles, ligaments and tendons, in the order in which they should be
stretched.
Bikram Yoga can be practiced under the guidance of a certified Bikram Yoga Teacher at one
of the affiliated Bikram Yoga studios.
These studios are built in such a way that you always get the proper heating (105
degrees) which help you to do your postures optimally. Bikram calls these studios as
"Torture Chambers",

Why the heat?
Yoga changes the construction of the body from the inside out, from bones to skin and
from fingertips to toes. So before you change it, you have to heat it up to soften it,
because a warm body is a flexible body. Then you can reshape the body any way you
want.
Hatha Yoga flushes away the waste products, the toxins of all the glands and organs of
your body. It provides a natural irrigation of the body through the circulatory system, with
the help of the respiratory system. It brings nourishments to every cell of your body so
that each one can perform its function and keep your body healthy. Bikram Yoga also
employs heat to further that cleaning process: When you sweat, impurities are flushed out
of the body through the skin.
Practicing yoga not only increases our supplies of oxygen, but it also teaches us how to
use that oxygen properly - we learn to control the breath through pranayama.

i.

Ashtanga Yoga Background
Ashtanga yoga is a system of yoga recorded by the sage Vamana Rishi in the Yoga Korunta,
an ancient manuscript "said to contain lists of many different groupings of asanas, as well
as highly original teachings on vinyasa, drishti, bandhas, mudras, and philosophy" (Jois
2002 xv). The text of the Yoga Korunta "was imparted to Sri T. Krishnamacharya in the
early 1900's by his Guru Rama Mohan Brahmachari, and was later passed down to Pattabhi
Jois during the duration of his studies with Krishnamacharya, beginning in 1927" ("Ashtanga
Yoga"). Since 1948, Pattabhi Jois has been teaching Ashtanga yoga from his yoga shala, the
Ashtanga Yoga Research Institute (Jois 2002 xvi), according to the sacred tradition of Guru
Parampara [disciplic succession] (Jois 2003 12).
Ashtanga yoga literally means "eigf.Himbed yoga," as outlined by the sage Patanjali in
the Yoga Sutras. According to Patanjali, the path of internal purification for revealing the
Universal Self consists of the following eight spiritual practices:
Yama [moral codes]
Niyama [self-purification and study]
Asana [posture]
Pranayama [breath control]
Pratyahara [sense control]
Dharana [ concentration]
Dhyana [meditation]
Samadhi [absorption into the Universal] (Scott 14-17)
The first four limbs-yama, niyama, asana, pranayama-are considered external cleansing
practices. According to Pattabhi Jois, defects in the external practices are correctable.
However, defects in the internal cleansing practices-pratyahara, dharana, dhyana-are not
correctable and can be dangerous to the mind unless the correct Ashtanga yoga method is
followed (Stern and Summerbell 35). For this reason, Pattabhi Jois emphasizes that the
"Ashtanga Yoga method is Patanjali Yoga" (Flynn).
The definition of yoga is "the controlling of the mind" [citta vrtti nirodhah] (Jois 2003 10).
The first two steps toward controlling the mind are the perfection of yama and niyama (Jois
2003 10). However, it is "not possible to practice the limbs and sub-limbs
of yama and niyama when the body and sense organs are weak and haunted by obstacles"
(Jois 2002 17). A person must first take up daily asana practice to make the body strong
and healthy (Jois 2003 10). With the body and sense organs thus stabilized, the mind can
be steady and controlled (Jois 2002 16). With mind control, one is able to pursue and grasp
these first two limbs (Flynn).
To perform asana correctly in Ashtanga yoga, one must incorporate the use
of vinyasa and tristhana. "Vinyasameans breathing and movement system. For each
movement, there is one breath. For example, in Surya Namskarthere are nine vinyasas. The
first vinyasa is inhaling while raising your arms over your head, and putting your hands
together; the second is exhaling while bending forward, placing your hands next to your
feet, etc. In this way all asanas are assigned a certain number of vinyasas" ("Ashtanga
Yoga").
"The purpose of vinyasa is for internal cleansing" ("Ashtanga Yoga"). Synchronizing
breathing and movement in the asanas heats the blood, cleaning and thinning it so that it
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may circulate more freely. Improved blood circulation relieves joint pain and removes toxins
and disease from the internal organs. The sweat generated from the heat of vinyasa then
carries the impurities out of the body. Through the use of vinyasa, the body becomes
healthy, light and strong ("Ashtanga Yoga").

Tristhana refers to the union of "three places of attention or action: posture, breathing
system and looking place. These three are very important for yoga practice, and cover three
levels of purification: the body, nervous system and mind. They are always performed in
conjunction with each other" ("Ashtanga Yoga").
Posture: "The method for purifying and strengthening the body is called asana" (Jois 2002
22). In Ashtanga yoga,asana is grouped into six series. "The Primary Series [Yoga Chikitsa]
detoxifies and aligns the body. The Intermediate Series [Nadi Shodhana] purifies the
nervous system by opening and cle:'Ting the energy channels. The Advanced Series A, B, C,
and D [Sthira Bhaga] integrate the strength and grace of the practice, requiring higher
levels of flexibility and humility. Each level is to be fully developed before proceeding to the
next, and the sequential order of asanas is to be meticulously followed. Each posture is a
preparation for the next, developing the strength and balance required to move further"
(Pace). Without an earnest effort and reverence towards the practice of yama and niyama,
however, the practice of asana is of little benefit (Flynn).
Breathing: The breathing technique performed with vinyasa is called ujjayi [victorious
breath] (Scott 20), which consists of puraka [inhalation] and rechaka [exhalation]
("Ashtanga Yoga"). "Both the inhale and exhale should be steady and even, the length of
the inhale should be the same length as the exhale" ("Ashtanga Yoga"). Over time, the
length and intensity of the inhalation and exhalation should increase, such that the
increased stretching of the breath initiates the increased stretching of the body (Scott 21).
Long, even breathing also increases the internal fire and strengthens and purifies the
nervous system ("Ashtanga Yoga").

Bandhas are essential components of the ujjayi breathing technique. Bandha means "lock"
or "seal" (Scott 21). The purpose of bandha is to unlock pranic energy and direct it into the
72,000 nadi [energy channels] of the subtle body (Scott 21). Mula bandha is the anal lock,
and uddiyana bandha is the lower abdominal lock ("Ashtanga Yoga"). Both bandhas "seal in
energy, give lightness, strength and health to the body, and help to build a strong internal
fire" ("Ashtanga Yoga"). Mula bandha operates at the root of the body to seal
in prana internally foruddiyana bandha to direct the prana upwards through the nadis (Scott
21). Jalandhara bandha is the "throat lock" (Jois 2002 23, n.27), which "occurs
spontaneously in a subtle form in many asanas due to the dristi ("gaze point"), or head
position" (Scott 23). "This lock prevents pranic energy [from] escaping and stops any buildup of pressure in the head when holding the breath" (Scott 23). Without bandha control,
"breathing will not be correct, and theasanas will give no benefit" ("Ashtanga Yoga").
Looking Place: Dristhi is the gazing point on which one focuses while performing
the asana ("Ashtanga Yoga"). "There are nine dristhis: the nose, between the eyebrows,
navel, thumb, hands, feet, up, right side and left side.Dristhi purifies and stabilizes the
functioning of the mind" ("Ashtanga Yoga"). In the practice of asana, when the mind
focuses purely on inhalation, exhalation, and the drishti, the resulting deep state of
concentration paves the way for the practices of dharana and dhyana, the six and seventh
limbs of Ashtanga yoga (Scott 23).
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Instruction in pranayama can begin after one has learned the asanas well and can practice
them with ease (Jois 2002 23). "Pranayama means taking in the subtle power of the vital
wind through rechaka [exhalation], puraka[inhalation], and kumbhaka [breath retention] .
Only these kriyas, practiced in conjunction with the three bandhas[muscle contractions, or
locks] and in accordance with the rules, can be called pranayama" (Jois 2002 23). The
three bandhas are "mu/a bandha, uddiyana bandha, and jalandhara bandha, and they
should be performed while practicing asana and the like" (Jois 2002 23). "When mu/a
bandha is perfect, mind control is automatic" ("Ashtanga Yoga"). "In this way did Patanjali
start Yoga. By using mulabandha and by controlling the mind, he gradually gained
knowledge of Yoga" (Jois 2003 11) .
Practicing asana for many years with correct vinyasa and tristhana gives the student the
clarity of mind, steadiness of body, and purification of the nervous system to begin the
prescribed pranayama practice (Flynn). "Through the practice of pranayama, the mind
becomes arrested in a single direction and follows the movement of the breath" (Jois 2002
23). Pranayama forms the foundation for the internal cleansing practices of Ashtanga
yoga(Flynn) .
The four internal cleansing practices-pratyahara, dharana, dhyana, and samadhi-bring the
mind under control (Stern and Summerbell 35). When purification is complete and mind
control occurs, the Six Poisons surrounding the spiritual heart
[kama (desire), krodha (anger), moha (delusion), lobha (greed), matsarya (sloth),
and mada(envy)]-"will, one by one, go completely" (Stern and Summerbell 35), revealing
the Universal Self. In this way, the correct, diligent practice of Ashtanga Yoga under the
direction of a Guru "with a subdued mind unshackled from the external and internal sense
organs" (Jois 2002 22) eventually leads one to the full realization of Patanjali's eight-limbed
yoga .
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My Experience with Bikram Yoga and Ashtanga Yoga
In order to broaden and strengthen my practice as a yogi, I spent the fall exploring two
different styles, Bikram yoga and Ashtanga yoga. Immersing myself in these contrasting
environments taught me more about my personal connection to yoga and where it stems from. I
was able to improve my technique with the different approaches to postures and the varying cues
and critiques from instructors. Overall, I emerged feeling more confident in the grounded-ness
of my postures and fluidity of movement.
Specifically with Bikram, my focus in class was almost entirely revolved around mental
and physical discipline. Every posture progressed with the same sequence and was to be held for
two minutes each every class. Some days those minutes breezed by, while other days I was
itching to move and fidget and break concentration. At 90 minutes long, this class was 30
minutes more than my typical practice. The teachers were full of energy and enthusiasm with a
dose of pressure and high expectation. Not all yoga practitioners appreciate that kind of demand
and pressure, but my peers in class knew what they were getting themselves into. I definitely
enjoyed my month of constant Bikram classes and I left feeling accomplished and strong, but this
style did not leave me with a deeper, lasting impression on a spiritual or artistic level.
My entry into my Ashtanga practice could not have been more different. Several times
each week I met with LMU modem teacher Robbie Cook where we went through our Ashtanga
yoga primary series together. Typically in silence, we flowed together side by side, quickly
synching up as we changed postures in unison. This constant motion was much more like my
Vinyasa training, and as I became more comfortable in the quiet environment, my meditative
thoughts began to fill the silence. Occasionally, we would break the trance in order for Robbie
to help me with inversions and other difficult balancing postures. Because it was only the two of

us, practicing with personal initiation (we were never instructed to do certain postures), Ashtanga
felt almost like an improvisational duet. I felt much more in touch with myself on an intimate
level, simultaneously noticing my inner artist and dancer naturally linking to my yoga practice.
This impactful experience fed my need to communicate through movement and create, with both
yoga and dance as my foundation.

Relevant Teaching Goals
•

To establish a learning environment for my students that make them feel welcome and
open to new ideas.

•

To push students out of their comfort zone but also teach them to listen to their bodies.

•

To help athletes improve their performance and prevent injury using an emphasis on
lengthening muscles and deepening body connection.

•

To teach fellow dancers; helping them explore yoga artistically so that they are able to
use yoga as a tool that enriches improvisation, ignites performance quality, and generates
increased confidence.

Cognitive Goals

•

To deepen my knowledge of the body and anatomy as it relates to yoga and dance.

•

To further research the history of yoga, Sanskrit, and meditation.

•

To create my own terminology and methods to help athletes, dancers, and all yogis better
understand their bodies.

•

To broaden my knowledge about various types of yoga and study how different styles
help dance and the body in different ways.

zo

Internship Setting
My Power Vinyasa flow yoga class took place Monday afternoons in the fall semester and
Monday nights in the spring semester at Bums Recreation Center. I taught in Studio 1, a
spacious room with wood floors, mirrors, and some ability to dim the lighting for savasana.

LMU fortunately made it so that I was able to provide my students with mats, blocks, straps,
weights, and blankets. When looking at a list of fitness class descriptions, a student would find
this:
Power Flow: Build flexibility and strength, increase concentration and endurance. and be ready
to break a sweat! This Power Vinyasa flow class synchronizes the breath and movement to
invigorate and transfo1m both your body and mind. Come join the fun. all you need is an open
mind!

Audience

The majority ofmy class was made up of undergraduate and graduate students at Loyola
Marymount University but with some alumni and several professors as well. Both men and
women attended, ranging from complete beginners taking their very first class to advanced yogis
with years of experience. Many students were also college athletes or dancers who brought with
them various advantages but also injuries and habits of their trade to class. But no matter their
ability, the energy and attitude of the class was positive, accepting, and lighthearted. I definitely
gave my students an intense class with high physical demands, but I made appoint to always
offer modifications, advising my students to push themselves at the level they were at today.
Wherever they were at was completely valid, whether they wanted to add ten push-ups to every
chaturanga or stay in child's pose for the majority of class. It was a main focus of mine to ask
them to establish an intention for their practice that day, something specific to them, be it a goal,
a secret, a promise, a virtue: honesty, compassion, strength, love, respect, loyalty, etc. My goal
was that they would leave my class feeling uplifted and healthily unified by their body, mind,
spirit, and breath.
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Yoga Class Goals
Dancers:

a. Reaching past, extending the shape of the poses for elongation (not only holding)
b. Finding their deeper core muscles in Adho Mukha Vrksasana to apply to modem
technique
c. Complete relaxation in opening child's pose and ending savasana
d. Finding the "flow" as they move from posture to posture in their own bodies
e. Start to play with artistic choices for their practice
f. *Take each dance injury individually; how can their yoga practice aid in recovery?
Athletes:

e. Embrace pranayama breathing, make noise!
f.

Proper alignment (especially knees) in warrior poses

g. Balance progress and buildup of confidence with standing balance poses
h. Hip openers-track increased flexibility with athletic performance
1.

Complete relaxation in opening child's pose and ending savasana

J.

Slowly depend less on watching the instructor/shift to listening to cues as they gain
confidence

Basic Sequence:

1-Centering/Grounding/Pranayama
2-Warm up/Basic stretches
3-Set intention/Sun Salutes/Flow
4-Standing Poses/Warrior dance
5-Short break/Return to Pranayama
6-Flow (cont.)/Arm Balances/Inversions
7-Reset intention
8-Standing balancing postures/Mix forward stretches
9-Core/Abdominal work
10-Foreward bends/Backbends
11-Shoulderstand/Plow ("Cooling" Inversions)
12-Hip Openers
13-Final stretching/Twists
14-Savasana/Meditation/Closing
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Teaching Reflection
My biggest learning experience as a teacher at a University recreation center was figuring out
how to best lead a class for such an extreme variety of students. In a typical yoga studio setting,
teachers are discouraged from staying at the front of the room and demonstrating each posture
from their mat. In this case, however, I found that I needed to spend the first few weeks doing
much more of the sequence for the students than I am accustomed to. But like in many dance
classes, after a while there were enough savvy students occupying the front row that I was able to
leave my mat and make adjustments around the room. Working with athletes, I found that they
often had exceptionally tight muscles. Some of the more built, muscular male athletes were
unable to wrap their arms completely up into tree pose. I quickly adapted to find other options
for my students. Because there were a lot of beginners, I learned to give constant reminders
about safe alignment, keeping an eye out for anyone who might be causing unhealthy stress on
their joints. Most importantly, I found ways to connect with my students on a mutual level so
that I could develop a relationship with them. During finals or a significant academic week, I
might crack jokes about school or offer some de-stressing works of encouragement. I truly cared
about giving my students the relaxing and fun yet physically demanding hour they signed up for.
Today, I am still playing with that balance of I 00 percent effort and awareness yet I 00 percent
peace and relaxation.
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Relevant Dance Goals
ARTISTIC
•

To explore the interconnection of yoga, dance, and movement and how they intertwine.

•

To develop my yoga practice as a platform that deepens the connection to my body and
improves my performance as a dance artist.

PERSONAL

•

To be more confident in pushmg my physical and mental abilities past what is
comfortable

•

Yoga will help me take risks while simultaneously maintaining a healthy vessel.

•

Practical career Goals

•

Entering the "real world", I hope to clearly convey my knowledge and teaching abilities,
earning the respect of students and professionals. I want to use my physical and mental
awareness surrounding yoga to distinguish me as an individual in the field of dance
involving auditions, teaching, connections, etc. I hope to instruct yoga consistently as a
source of income as well as a gateway to new opportunities and occupations. I want to
be able to travel in my work and deepen my practice on a world-wide level. Overall,
yoga and dance will help me approach any scenario or obstacle through a different lens.
Most importantly, I want to share my passion for mind, body, soul connection with the
community.

Describe briefly your past experience with yoga (if any); type of classes taken, for how long, etc.
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Do you have any additional questions, comments, or concerns (the sky is the limit!)?
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As a dancer, what is one artistic goal you hope to achieve out of practicing yoga?

Do you have any additional questions, comments, or concerns (the sky is the limit!)?
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Dance Survey Reflection
I was pleasantly surprised to discover that many ofmy fellow dancers' goals surrounding yoga
related to my own, while they also allowed me to look through other perspectives. Many dancers
believed in a strong connection between yoga and their muscular awareness and
interconnectedness. Not only did yoga have the potential to prevent injury and strengthen their
muscles, but it could also lengthen them. They hoped to use the mindset they cultivated through
yoga to enhance their classroom mentality and performance abilities. Yoga instills a mission for
constant investigation and healthy curiosity about the connection'· tween the mind, body, spirit,
and breath. Building a relationship with yoga has the power to instill trust from within and a
grounded center to build upon. After reading these survey responses, I was even more intrigued
to play with those connections myself. If only a choreographer might take the raw and organic
energy created through yoga and apply it to their composition process! It was finally the words

I

1

and hopes of my peers that led me to my project altering conclusion; I wanted to make a dance. I
wanted to make a duet that explored both the internal relationship with the self and the external
relationship with another being.

33

The Dance
shad·ow
noun
I. a dark area or shape produced by a body coming between rays of light and a surface.
synonyms: silhouette, outline. shape, contour, profile
"he saw her shadow in the doorway"
verb

2. follow and observe (someone) closely and typically secretly.
synonyms: follow, trail. track. stalk. pursue, hunt
*see performance

f;//e est intouchable, elle est juste hors de portee· !Ylais comment se sent-elle?
Qu'est-ce qu'elle veut? Ceci est le sous-texte de celui qui est poursuivi· · ·

This creation investigated the multi-layered, complex dynamics that connect two
individuals. Through improvisation, partnering, and task-based choreography, the relationship
between a man and a woman is observed; what are the lines to be crossed? How will the pursued
react to the pursuer? Human interaction is never black and white, and this piece will tell a
different story about human nature to each and every viewer.
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Significant Calendar Dates and Deadlines
•

November 5th .................................................. First Rehearsal

•

November 12th, 16th, 23rd, 24th ............................ Rehearsal

•

November 24th ................................................ Mentor Meeting

•

December 1st, 8th, 12th ....................................... Rehearsal

•

Winter Break ................................................... Personal Reflection and Planning

•

January-February ............................................... Rehearsal 2x per week

•

February 4th, 10th ............................................. Mentor Meeting

•

February 12th ................................................... Student Dance Adjudications

•

February-March ................................................ Rehearsal Ix per week

•

February 25th ................................................... Mentor Showing

•

March 10th ...................................................... Mentor Showing

•

March 16th ...................................................... Costume Fittings

•

March 22nd ..................................................... Mentor Showing

•

April 6th ......................................................... Final Mentor Showing

•

April 13th-I 7th ................................................. Tech Rehearsal

•

April 18th ....................................................... Senior Dance Concert

•

April 20th, 21st.. ............................................... Dress Rehearsal

•

April 22nd-25th ................................................. Student Dance Concert

-••

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

••

••
••
••
•

••
••
••
••
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Selection of Dancers

When it first occurred to me that I wanted to choreograph a duet, Rhett Spongberg and
Taylor Kewley immediately came to mind. I had been in ballet class with Taylor all of fall
semester and danced in the LMU dance crew, 1B Modern, with Rhett. It was clear that both
dancers possessed incredible potential that had not been fully unleashed within the dance
department. And it was not likely that their understated, modest personas would bring them to
ever go out of their way to demand that kind of attention and exposure. Rhett had never danced
in a Concert Performance before, let alone studied ballet or mock

.1

technique. He is a breaker

and a hip-hop dancer with a lot of self-taught training. Taylor is an extremely gifted technical
ballet dancer who had previously performed in some group dances at LMU but never in the
small, intimate setting that I was begirming to formulate in my mind. Despite their opposite
backgrounds, both individuals possessed sincerity and an opermess to possibility. I wanted
dancers who were not afraid to try the impossible, and who would do so just to reveal the
beautiful mistakes that would occur along the way. As my mentor and modem professor Roz
LeBlanc Loo would say, the dancing happens in the transition, in solving the problem and
getting from one place to the next. "Get there as fast as you can, but do it slowly." Rhett will
never let me live that one down! Overall, I feel so lucky to have found such incredible
individuals, and our collaboration manifested in ways I never could have imagined or achieved
without their commitment and dedication .

Costumes

After much contemplation. I decided to costume Rhett and Taylor's look around the 1950s era.
Taylor's bold teal dress flowed with her movement and fit her in a way that complimented her
lines and feminine figure. Rhett's dress pants and grey button down shirt allowed him the
freedom to still execute his more difficult stunts and break dancing while giving off a formal
look. These costumes showcased their womanly and masculine characters that played up their
relationship and interactions throughout the piece.

Music Selection
Recommen<led by my mentor, the music selected for Shadow was a
percussive, quirky piece called Ostinato Pianissimo composed in 1934
Henry Cowell, an avant-garde composer of in the early 20th century.
The layers of the different instn·'llents and timing in this music matched
the layering of the dancing and their dynamic, unpredictable transitions.
Because the music was not recognizable or familiar to most, it did not
carry any baggage. The audience could experience the intended blank
slate without preconceived opinions or judgments.

Lighting
Because I wantd. to highlight that the piece opened with the ending shot of Taylor grabbing
Rhett's wrist and walking over him (which happened midway through the piece), I used pools of
light that focused in on their movement and poses. After the spotlight revealed the first and
second moment the stage went black. Next the stage was completely lit to reveal Rhett's
opening solo with Taylor walking the bord, · around him. To create a boxed in effect I used
darkness around the circumference of the stage, making it smaller and containing the dancers.
They were not allowed to move outside the lines, almost like a game or an arena. Finally, the
ending pose that repeated the motion Taylor grabbing Rhett's hand was accompanied with a fade
surrounding them once again in a pool of light. The moment she grabbed him the stage went
black, concluding the piece. Overall, the small stage supported the intimate setting of the piece
and the dramatic spotlight and blackout created sharp, surprising transitions to intrigue the
audience and provide a snapshot in time of these individuals and their complex relationship.

Publicity

Student Dance Concert:

Combined Senior Thesis Presentation:

A DANCE
SEN IOR THESIS
PRESENTATION
FHlurtng th•

chor.ogr■phlc wot1u o f:

S.~n Chon9•Um•dil. Kh11)'1.1 CokicM.

Ml••n<I~ o,oono:. Mo• Shin1•1.., .ana.
M<11ury WNJd.,undon

M

SATURDAY. APRIL 18 a.1111111111111
Strub Th eater, 7 PM . . .
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Critical Analysis
Although it remained unknown to uninformed audience members, the most remarkable
accomplishment with the making and performance of Shadow was the extensive change,
evolution, and progress layered on top of the work of every rehearsal. If someone were to watch
the product of the first few rehearsals they would not recognize it as the same piece finally
performed on stage. Originally, the duet was set to a funky song by the band, Jungle, with a 90's
hip hop and pop vibe. The movement was very even and straightforward and, putting it frankly,
boring. But after consulting and sharing my rehearsal clips with my mentor, Roz, she suggested
that I drastically change the music to a classical piece, Ostinato Pianissimo, by Henry Cowell.
This quirky, percussive, and uneven music inspired much more play and character development
for my dancers to experiment and investigate with. To stir up new material, I introduced
challenges and tasks to the duet, causing unexpected and organic, naturally occurring results.
These stylistically raw, human qualities provided the audience with unique movement that could
not be easily broken down into obvious dance steps and phrases. Layered on top of that were
embellishments of the slow, low drums and high, quick xylophone. The dancer's successfully
embodied and accented these parts of the music, also building in their physical and emotional
tension as the music built up and finally reached its climax.
Equally as important as the manipulation of the movement to reflect the music was the
presence of Rhett and Taylor's real characters and interactions. The performance and
choreography kept the actual personalities of the dancers; movement was created with their style
and essence as the foundation. Showcasing these unique human beings reinforced the
believability of their story and the integrity of the performance overall. Rhett and Taylor's close
relationship and chemistry translated beautifully, causing the viewer to question and contemplate

i

the meaning behind their partnering. As they performed the work over multiple nights, the
dancers grew into themselves and began to nuance various moments without sacrificing
choreography. Every run of the piece suggested a new plot and multi-faceted partnership
between the dancers. They also felt each other's space and movement with growing
connectivity. The epitome of their interconnectedness occurred during every show when Taylor
moved in response to the push of Rhett's hand. He never touched her, she was facing away with
her back to bim, and yet she sensed his presence and responded to his action without fail.
Finally, perhaps the most intriguing aspect of the work was the unsettling undertone and
hauntingly cyclical ending. The open-endedness of the story leaves the viewer with many
unanswered questions. This kind of structure causes the audience to work to interpret the piece
and find meaning and explanation on their own. Two people who watched this duet will leave
the theatre with completely different ideas of the visual dialogue between the two dancers. It is
not always necessary for the choreographer to lay out their thought process or give the spectators
"the right answer". In this case, there was no right or wrong way to absorb the dance. It was
meant to provoke and to spark unexpected thoughts.

Mission Statement
The mission of LMU promotes academic-artistic excellence; education of the whole person (body, mind
and spirit): and service that does justice (being a human being with values that lead to the giving of the gifts of
talent, knowledge, and creative expression in such a way as to a model of authentic compassion and a citizen who

contributes to the well-being of others - especially the less fortunate - and the planet)

"He who seeks to scale the heights must go far down into the depths."
-Saint Ignatius Loyola
Reflecting upon my experierc:e as a yoga instructor at Burns Recreation center and my
experience as a choreographer throughout my Senior Thesis has helped me recognize that
assuming the role of a leader grounds me in a state of honesty, integrity, and both physical and
emotional awareness. This heightened awareness not only occurs from within, but it also
connects me to my peers and community. While working towards our goals in the yoga studio
and the dance rehearsal space alike, my students, dancers, and I have sweat together, cried
together, failed together, succeeded together, and most importantly believed in a common goal
together. My faith in my students as a yoga teacher and my dancers as a choreographer is the
force that drives me to reciprocate with whole-hearted investment. I approach every class with
the intention to establish a healthy, welcoming learning environment for my students, no matter
their level of proficiency, be it beginner or advanced. I fully recognize and appreciate the
importance of mind-body connection in education and its underlying foundations. Not only is it
the students' responsibility to invest in their learning as aspiring dancers and yogis, but equally
as important is my responsibility and promise to completely invest in their holistic development,
be it in on the yoga mat or in the transition of my duet from the studio to The Student Dance
Concert stage on opening night. I owe so much of what I learned about myself over the course
ofmy Senior Project to the incredible individuals that I have had the pleasure of working with.
The commitment and community involvement so central to the foundation of the Jesuit Faith at

Loyola Marymount University played a strong role in guiding and influencing my mentality as a
strong, nurturing leader throughout this final school year.
"One rare and exceptional deed is worth far more than a thousand commonplace ones."
-Saint Ignatius Loyola

In such a fast-paced, evolving society, it can be easy for the individual to stretch
themselves too thin and lose sight of what is important. Throughout my Senior Thesis, I made it
a priority to use my values surrounding service and education (both my personal learning and the
passing of knowledge to my students) to guide each decision along my path. Although I came
close to discontinuing the composition of my duet, I pushed past the moments of weakness and
uncertainty in order to honor my commitments. My dance finally manifested itself as a result of
the effort and persistence I have learned to expect of myself at Loyola Marymount University.
The multifaceted mission at this Jesuit University has helped me to grow as a whole person and
to become a balanced individual, grounded in my values as I enter this new chapter of my life in
the professional world. Theorist Bruce Perry especially resonated with me when he said that
"experience is the chief architect of the brain". Throwing myself into hands-on, challenging
scenarios throughout my Senior Thesis taught me more than any number oflectures or
textbooks. My freedom to sculpt and design my own learning with this Thesis encompasses all
that Loyola Marymount encourages in their investigative studies and never-ending desire for
knowledge, characteristic of Jesuit values. My eclectic education allows me to better explore the
world with curiosity, creativity, determination, the desire to give back, and faith to anchor it all.
I am extremely fortunate to have grown in such an inspirational enviromnent, surrounded by
remarkable educators and classmates who provided guidance and support whenever I needed a

helping hand over the course of my Senior Thesis. Now it is my responsibility to take what I
have learned and share my understanding of faith, justice, and education with the world.
Although I am not a Jesuit, I have been able to deepen my own personal faith over the
course of my Senior Thesis through the practice of yoga. Final meditation at the end of my flow
sequence allows my cultivated energy and intention to focus in before being set free, released
into space to touch someone else. I have finally found for myself a place of stillness, a mentality
where I am able to experience total awareness while remaining completely calm and full of
acceptance. Yoga allows me to be a part of a force that is much greater than myself, whether
that guide manifests itself in God or in a universal, omnipresent energy remains unknown to me.
But I welcome my lack of understanding; the secrets of the universe are what allow us to develop
our own belief systems and deepen our faith. Like dance, the answers are not always to be laid
out in stone but rather it is up to the individual to take what they feel and formulate answers to
their own questions. Part of what makes human nature so beautiful is our ability to see the
bigger picture outside of ourselves. As I look back over the work of my Senior Thesis, the
outcomes and products only spark my explorative nature further. I finally feel confident in
taking this determined, insatiable curiosity with me as I graduate and embark on my future.

Summary of Dance Studies

Choreography I and II
•

S;udy and execution of basic principles of composition

•

The elements of time, space, energy, form, and shape

•

Preparation of studies in theme and variations, breath phrases and metric phrases

•

Exploration and creation of material through partnering

•

Choreographic relationships including counter balance, assisted fall, lifts, posting,
ghosting, framing, and manir·!lation

•

Choreographing of solos, duets, and group dances

•

Choreography through different source materials such as improvisation, writing
techniques, objects, photographs

•

Submit choreographic ideas for instructor's approval, and then proceed with rehearsals

•

Free form, minimal art, and chance methods

•

Site specific choreography

•

Music editing and basic film technique

Laban Movement Analysis

•

Body alignment and movement patterns focusing on the scientific and analytical basis of
movement in dance

•

Movement concepts such as direct versus indirect, weight and flow

•

History of Rudolph Laban

•

Consideration for developmental processes, technique, creative expression, and
performance

•

Learn to see, describe and learn movement in a clear, efficient and objective manner

•

Explore space, shape, dynamics and human development patterns

•

Explore personal movement tendencies and preferences as well as the opposite (pushing
outside the comfort zone)

•

Study through lecture, improvisational movement and reading materials

•

Writing with language that differentiates between weight, direction, flow, time, etc.

•

Isolation of movement, support, weight shifts and weight sensing, body in space

•

Solo choreography using Laban movement analysis performed in class

Music for Dance
•

Development of musical skills in movement studies

•

History of music development from medieval age to modem day

•

Reading of sheet music and basic piano

•

Breakdown of instruments and instrument groups

•

Composition and history of jazz and orchestra

•

Continued study of the inter-relationship of music and dance through movement
experiences, observations, vid, ,, and writing

•

Role of music in different cultures as it relates to dance

•

Chorale and vocal composition and terminology

Kinesiology

•

Scientific basis of movement for the dancer through the study of body alignment

•

Anatomical and biomechanical principles as they apply to dance performance

•

Kinesiology as a means to reduce risk of injury and enhance performance longevity

•

Muscular system and specific roles in dance and movement

•

Skeletal system and specific roles in movement

•

Understanding the function of body joints

•

Injuries of muscles and bones specific to dancers

•

Common alignment deviations in dancers

•

Concept Demonstrations that provide hands-on exercises to try

•

Tests and Measurements that are specific to selected regions of the body

•

Text and in class lecture, discussion, and demonstration

Improvisation

•

Explore various methods of spontaneously creating dance movement in individual and
group situations

•

Structured and unstructured approaches explored

•

Improvisation in pedestrian settings as well as in the dance studio and through
performance

•

Site specific improvisation

•

Improvisation as a method to generate material and as a basis for choreography

•

Varying of improvisation through levels, speed, weight, flow, direction, contact, music,
silence, music type, etc.

•

Ir,1provisation with vocals, poetry, and personal reflection

•

Writing exercises translated into original movement

•

Varying tones when improvising

•

Improvisation experimentation with different dance genres

Ballet

•

Emphasis on correct alignme ~t of the body and a progressive development of positions
and barre exercises

•

Differentiating between Vaganova, Balanchine, and Cecchetti methods

•

Application of combinations in center work using classical Ballet vocabulary

•

Intensification of barre exercises for the development of strength and form

•

Application of phrasing and movement

•

Material covered as practical work in class for concerts and performances

•

Stress on aesthetic quality of movement and phrasing

•

Proficiency in pointe work with barre and center exercies

•

Written reflections and critiques of performances

•

Culminating demonstration of a complete ballet class with set exercises on the bar and
center work

Variations

•

Pointe exercises for strengthening and conditioning at the barre and in the center

•

History of ballet composers and choreographers

•

Variations from Swan Lake, Sleeping Beauty, Carmen, Coppelia, Don Quixote, etc.

•

Performance of variations with progressing levels of difficulty and speed

•

Learning variations through in class instruction as well as video

•

Research of different companies and their varying versions of variations

•

Contemporary variations and technique

•

Differentiation of Vaganova, Balanchine, and Cecchetti technique

•

Culminating solo demonstrations of variations and a group contemporary piece

Modern Dance

•

Emphasis on correct alignment

•

Exploration of Graham technique, Horton technique, and Limon technique through warm

u;,, and phrasing
•

Development of strength, rhythmic and dynamic activity

•

Practical work in exercises and movement phrases, utilizing changing rhythms and
dynamics

•

Progression starting with warm up, aesthetic exercises, floor work, across the floor,
center combinations, and lor.,~er phrases built upon in multiple class

•

Spatial and locomotor patterns that underlie work in more advanced contemporary dance

•

Exploration of style and artistic individuality

•

Work on projecting mood and quality by dancing and rehearsing in more advanced
choreography, leading to performance

•

Culminating showing of the class with choreographed across the floor and center
combinations

World Dance

•

Fundamental knowledge of dance representing various world cultures with a focus on
African dance

•

Exploration of traditional, celebratory, and hunting African dances of the Bantu people

•

African drumming patterns

•

Capoeira and partner combat

•

Traditional African harvest and female dances

•

Research and brief in class lecture covering Africa's geography and different tribes

•

Partner presentations on selected African research topics

•

Connection made to historical, spiritual/religious, ethnological and environmental
indigenous aspects of people involved in dance as a cultural experience
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Traditions to Trends; the Transformation of Yoga
Maury Wiederaenders
Kristen Smiarowski
Senior Thesis
10 December, 2014

"Perhaps in return for conquest, arrogance and spoliation, India will teach us the tolerance and
gentleness of the mature mind, the quiet content of the unacquisitive soul, the calm of the
understanding spirit, and a unifying, a pacifying love for all living things. "

-Will Durant
Over the last fifty years America has selectively adopted and customized the principles of
Yoga. Marketed and branded to the extreme, the commercial American culture has materialized
Yoga into consumer heaven. Philip Goldberg, a professor of religion and philosophy,
acknowledges that most Americans would correctly associate the word ashram with a Hindu
1

hermitage, but it's also the name of a $4,000-per-week spa outside Los Angeles. Avatar, a term
for divine incarnations such as Krishna and Rama, was redefined by James Cameron to mean the
physical incarnation of a human body, resulting in the highest-grossing movie of all time.2 Even
though Western civilization has taken the Eastern practice of yoga and adapted it to Western
culture in a way that enhances the quality of life physically, spiritually, and emotionally, it can
be argued that Americans risk simultaneously commercializing the philosophy to an exploitative
extent that undermines its original value. And so, if Americans acknowledge this easy tendency
to abuse the practice and actively work to absorb it into Western civilization from a holistic
standpoint, yoga has the potential to flourish and promote a heightened sense of well-being in
society.
Geoffrey Samuel, a professorial fellow at the School of Religious and Theological
Studies at Cardiff University, dates the origin of yoga back to approximately 5,000 years ago in
India, where ancient seers known as rishis gave voice to inner revelations about the nature of
reality. 3 These wise men used their meditative and reflective knowledge to offer ritual
prescriptions for the self. Their philosophies lived on through oral tradition until they were

finally codified in the four books of the Vedas. The Vedas culminate into Vedanta; one of the
4

six systems oflndian or Hindu philosophy. Vedanta is directly coupled with yoga, another one
of the six systems. Yoga is derived from the Sanskrit word yuj, which means to yoke or bind. It
refers to a collection of methodologies aimed at achieving spiritual transformation and
culminating in the union of the individual and the divine. These methods are organized into the
Yoga Sutras of the Indian sage Patanjali, outlining the eight limbs of yoga. Of those eight limbs,
only the asanas (postures) and pranayamas (breathing) directly refer to the physical aspects of
5

the yoga practice. Therefore, individuals who assume yoga to be a strictly physical practice are
neglecting and leaving out 75% of the philosophy. Only after unifying the eight limbs will yoga
create a total heightened self-awareness and an enlightened spiritual consciousness.
That emphasis on personalized pathways to the divine or, for secularists, to personal
growth, resonates with the American ethos of individual autonomy and freedom of choice. It
also appeals to two seemingly contradictory strains in the national character: romantic idealism
6

and pragmatism. The Vedization of America has helped people to establish spiritual
independence, direct experience with their practice, and tolerance and acceptance of other's
beliefs. Increasingly, individuals are seeking a less defined spirituality as opposed to a specific
religion. They are learning to approach faith with fluidity, seeking it anywhere and everywhere
with nonliteralism and open interpretation of scripture. The ultimate idea of God has shifted
from an anthropomorphic deity to an omnipresent force. Even practitioners of other religions
such as Judaism and Christianity are using Eastern spirituality to strengthen their relationship
with their native religion. In summary, Goldberg describes the new American outlook on
spirituality as "a developmental process in which each person's path must be constantly adjusted
to suit his or her temperament, circumstances, and ever-evolving needs". 7

13

That being said, yoga has also been interpreted by the public with a much more American
twist. Yoga seeped into popular culture in the 1960s when the Beatles traveled to India with
their new guru, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. Goldberg calls this sabbatical "the most momentous
spiritual retreat since Jesus spent those forty days in the wilderness". 8 Novel concepts such as
karma and mantras were soon tossed around on television.

In 2008 Oprah Winfrey conducted a

series oflnternet-based seminars with Eckhart Tolle, a spiritual guru, which have subsequently
been downloaded an estimated thirty million times. 9 Mantras, originally defined as sounds used
in meditation, have been adapted into American vernacular as catchy campaign slogans,

°

including Obama's "Yes, we can" and McCain's "Country first". 1 Further still, with this
melting pot of language, dictionaries have added new meanings to several English words.
Meditation, initially defined as "the contemplation of ideas" is now also a spiritual discipline "to
train, calm, or empty the mind". 11 Enlightenment, first known in the west as an eighteenth
century philosophical movement, is also "a blessed state in which the individual transcends
desire and suffering and attains nirvana".

12

Eastern spirituality has influenced Western

civilization to such an extent that it has permanently altered English lexicon.
With yoga on such public display in dictionaries, on television, in songs, and even in
politics, Americans have begun to also interpret the practice from a dominantly appearance
conscious aesthetic perspective. On bustling city streets men and women can be seen carrying
their yoga mats. Women of all ages sport the newest yoga pants from Lulu Lemon as they line
up for the studio across the hall from Zumba and Spin class. Workout videos on cable provide
yoga exercises advertised to slim thighs and tone abs. Dona Holleman, however, a past student
oflyengar and one of the leading pioneer women teachers of yoga in the world, reminds
practitioners that yoga does not only concern the visual outward body image and physical
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exercises. More importantly "it deals with a profound integration of body, mind, and heart".

13

Comparing this transfer of knowledge to a tree, replanted and flourishing in the West, Holleman
stresses that for the movement to be successful all components of yoga must develop in a unit.

14

The tree must be rooted deep into the earth of societal values and properly cared for to ensure
both growth and preservation. Although the tree may flower differently in a new environment, a
new culture, its trunk maintains the same strong foundation. She also believes that it is every
teacher's responsibility to be "a living example of this integration".

15

A shallow portrayal of

yoga applied only to the outward appearance and aesthetics of the: ~-actitioner takes away its
integrity .
Taking Holleman's message into account, if the individual sets aside their vanity to
practice instead from a holistic perspective, they can transform into a genuine yogi artist. In the
beautifully crafted words of Henry David Thoreau:
Every man is the builder ofa temple, called his body, to the god he worships, after a style

I

purely his own, nor can he get ofiby hammering marble instead. We are all sculptors and

Ill

painters, and our material is our own.flesh and blood and bones. Any nobleness begins at
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once lo refine a man's features, any meanness or sensuality to imbrute them.
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Yoga allows the artist to take command or "sculpt" their body in the present time. The result is a
heightened awareness connecting the body and mind through pure, intentional movement. It is
only natural then that among the vast array of artists feeling the gravitational pull of yoga are
dancers. Senior yoga teacher Richard Freedman writes that hatha yoga, the practice of
movement and breath, is "a system of working the body and breath in order to investigate
meditatively deep and subtle feelings, responses, and reflexes in relation to the conditioning of
the mind". 17 Middlebury College dance professor Andrea Olsen advises dancers to use yoga as a

training technique to help repattem the rhythm of their breath.

18

The exploration of movement

through dance, connecting the dancer to their primal and animalistic origins while engaging in a
complex reflection of contemporary life, is only deepened in combination with yoga. Dance and
yoga depend on the form and flow of cosmic energy, filled with infinite creative possibilities and
challenges.

19

Finally, amidst all of this movement and energy, perhaps the most difficult or
counterintuitive pose in yoga for a dancer is Savasana, relaxation or corpse pose. 20 It requires
letting go; lying completely motionless and trusting in the support of the earth. Dancers often
assume that every moment must be rigorous and action-filled to make an impact, forgetting the
power of those moments of stillness. Savasana calls them back to this deeply rooted concept,
grounding them in their artistry. Overall, among the large American population exploring the
benefits of yoga, dancers comprise a small, unique group that investigates their body-mind
connection with the integrity and depth a yoga practice requires. The rest of the practitioners in
Western civilization should look to these dancer-yogis as examples of how to fully immerse
themselves in yoga.
In a society and culture that grows increasingly materialistic, virtual, electronic, and
sedentary, dance and yoga offer an increasingly essential opportunity to find balance and
connection with universal forces.

21

They emphasize kinesthetic intelligence, the underlying

knowledge that forms before all other language and senses. Taking this approach to the physical
elements of yoga in combination with spirituality will result in the ultimate transformative
experience in the West. Geoffrey Samuel articulates that "the lotus of spiritual enlightenment, as
Indian traditions themselves so often remind us, grows out of the mud of everyday life" .22 He
elaborates by adding that both "the sophisticated spiritual culture and the solid ground of

ordinary life out of which it grows" form the many layers ofYoga. 23 Teacher Saul David Raye
explains that "yoga is multifaceted. It has many faces, one source, and is beyond words". 24
With the tendency towards commercialism in modern day American culture, the
philosophy and spirituality of Yoga must be protected or it will crumble from tradition into trend.
If treated like a fad or a flash in the pan, yoga will be stripped of its depth and spiritual richness.
Practicing yoga with respect requires complete awareness, always observing but never judging.
This forms the basis of the common phrase or mantra, "go with the flow". Not to be confused
with being a doormat or pushover, this ideology tells the individual not to force change but to
recognize and accept their thoughts and emotions as they are. It is finally the responsibility of
Western cultures to recognize, to respect and to incorporate all dimensions of yoga into cultural
practice if the physical, spiritual, intellectual and emotional benefits of this ancient practice are to
be truly realized in the West.
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Papillon

"In dreams begins responsibility"
-William Butler Yeats
When I was younger I would pick dandelions. I would gather as many as I could and
hold them together in a bouquet. Upon presenting them to my mother she would proclaim, "how
beautiful, thank you!" And proceed to explain to me how they were weeds. Unlike my
dandelions, weeds were supposed to

b

ugly, unwanted, harmful, and suffocating to the flowers

and plants purposefully placed in the ground. They would eventually be removed and thrown
away. I suppose that is how life is; each of us trying to serve a purpose, yet being buried in the
toxicities of cruelty and lies, abusive substance and people, false love and true hate. And I
suppose with this, the dandelion could be one of two things. The darker evils disguised to be
beautiful, allowing them the opportunity to grow and flourish; a reminder that what we perceive
is not always what is. Or that even among the weeds there is beauty. So why should we be
aversive to its aesthetics? Simply because it is supposed to be ugly? And in this way, it is the
label that causes deception because beauty is everyv,rhere, even in the weeds.
One year and two months ago, I was diagnosed with bipolar disorder. It was after an
unexpected and traumatic episode that, because I was at school all the way in Florida in a region
where my health insurance was not covered, landed me in a psychiatric ward on the rough side of
town. Without the ability to understand what was happening in my impaired, hallucinating state,
I had been Baker Acted. An involuntary Baker Act occurs when a person is taken to a receiving
facility for involuntary examination when there is reason to believe that he or she is mentally ill.
And because of his or her mental illness, the person has refused voluntary examination; the
person is unable to determine for himself or herself whether examination is necessary. Without
care or treatment, the person is likely to suffer fi-om neglect or refuse to care for himself or

herself. Such refusal could pose a threat ofhann to his or her well-being; and there is a
substantial likelihood that without care or treatment, the person will cause serious bodily harm to
himself, herself or others in the near future as evidenced by recent behavior (Robertson). My
parents did not know where I was. I did not know where I was. Kept in this strange place full of
sick people, discomforting nurses, and judgmental doctors for six days without answers or
explanation, despite the supposed 72 hour detaining limit, still brings me to question the integrity
of the so-called "treatment facility". Once my parents finally found me and I was able to return
home, subconsciously I knew that my time in Florida had come to an early and abrupt
conclusion. Searching for a completely new beginning, a blank page, I enrolled in my third and
final year of undergraduate study within the Dance Program at Loyola Marymount University.
Supportive dance professors in Florida assured me that taking time to heal, away from dance,
would not jeopardize my future ambitions. But a break was the furthest thing from my mind.
And with that snap decision, I threw myself headfirst into the new environment at LMU, with a
hunger for involvement and desire to make an impact. Upon later reflection, my determination,
however resilient, was accompanied by a much deeper resistance against pausing and processing
this monumental change in my life and identity.
Even now, this newly discovered, vulnerable part of me remains a giant question mark
that I am afraid to explore. Bipolar disorder is my dandelion, with preconceived notions of
disease and sickness resulting in a heavily-guarded composure. But as a pursuing artist, this
carefully crafted armor also blocks the artistic and emotional intention that I have the potential to
access through movement and dance. As I leave school and enter into the adult world, I must
embrace my whole person as an artist, including both the qualities I am most proud of as well as
the traits I am still struggling to accept. Professor Lillian Barbeito changed my perspective when

she shed light on the fact that perfection is boring. To be an artist you must explore and utilize
every fiber in your being, awaken what you are hesitant to reveal to the world. You must strip
away at the layers until you are naked in front of the audience. An artist gives every aspect of
themselves until there is nothing left but the truth.

"Dance, when you're broken open. Dance, ifyou've torn the bandage off Dance in the
middle of the fighting. Dance in your blood. Dance when you're perfectly_free. "
-Rumi
As I continue to heal and find my footing as both an artist and a human being, immersed
in this inspiring, eciectic, and culturally rich city, I aspire to collaborate, reflect, and contribute to
the artistic community with the upmost ofmy abilities, in and out of the studio, on and off the
stage. I will continue to approach every day of my dance career balancing self-discipline and
focus with flexibility, openness, and malleability, absorbing artistic knowledge and insight like a
sponge. To be an artist it is essential that I remain open to the uncomfortable, whether it stems
from an outside source or from my own inner discomfort and turmoil. This openness will lead to
artistic discovery as well as the development of sincere relationships. Dance is energy-centric,
and the connection to the energy of others will feed the artist like heavy rain fall during a
drought. By surrounding myself with other curiosity-driven individuals, it is inevitable that we
will nurture, frustrate, provoke, amaze, and fuel each other, growing side by side as maturing
artists. And as I learn to trust myself again, I will also continue striving to bestow trust in others,
meeting them with a multifaceted, unedited sense of self. Through generous, whole-hearted
collaboration, artists are able to build upon each other's organic impulses and ideas. It is
fascinating to think that each individual perceives the world through a different lens. When I
feel the need to escape out of my own head and take fresh approaches to movement, I observe
and incorporate all that I glean from others into my own artistic language.
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This method of observation and application directly translates into my choreographic
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process. While I do not claim to have developed a sophisticated way of creating work yet in my
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Movement can be found anywhere and everywhere; it is up to the artist to determine what
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artistic career, I constantly seek out and acquire inspiration to tuck away in my pocket of iJeas.

resonates with them and speaks to their intentions. I often find that I begin a work of art:

II

painting, sketches, and poetry in addition to dance, with a constantly shifting inner dialogue.
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This thought process and never-ending contemplation comprises the spine or backbone of my
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work; always encouraging and motivating me to continue my crealive process from different
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angles. Attaching underlying meaning to my creation, be it different every rehearsal, provides
me with a sense of artistic purpose. As a visual artist, the lush forests and snowy winters that I
paint onto my canvas are not conjured out of thin air. They reflect the memories of my flushed
cheeks and frosty nose on a snow day, or the sinking sensation ofmy toes in the warm, wet sand.
Personal attachment and sense memory is an essential tool that emotionally invests the artist in a
project.
Growing up in the Northwest, I have spent a lot of time hiking in the mountains and
walking by the sea, both of which have a calming yet rejuvenating effect on my creative
endeavors. Watching the way the wind softly blows the tree branches or the gentle rippling of
the tides, I witness movement in its purest form, providing raw material for my own composition
and improvisation. Observing nature I sense different tones and movement qualities, sometimes
frantic and swift and sometimes fluid and sequential. Drawing upon nature also prevents
predictability. As scientists and researchers we can anticipate and find patterns, but it is
impossible to know without question the future of the earth and the sky and the spaces beyond
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human control. As an artist I want to live in that place of chance and suspense, allowing my
work to unfold freely at will.
"You have to love dancing to stick to it. It gives you nothing back, no manuscripts to
store away, no paintings to show on walls and maybe hang in museums, no poems to be printed
and sold, nothing but that single fleeting moment when you feel alive. "
-Merce Cunningham
Growing up implies an unending process in which the individual is molded like a piece of
clay. Their uniq·Je shape changes with each new experience and interaction. Finally, when the
clay loses its malleability, it dries up and crumbles, particles scattering into the atmosphere.
Those same particles work their way back into new life, and the cycle repeats. But the
reassembling fragments will never take on a form identical to sculptures past. With each new
slab comes new surroundings, new relationships. And while all of these relationships are
relevant, there is much to be said about those that last, molding the clay up close or from afar.
This special kind of connection can be considered omnipresent; a key element to the structure
and foundation of the clay's constantly altering form. Taking my own shape into consideration, I
credit my primary sculptor to be the art of dance. As a maturing artist I strive to challenge my
physical and mental capacities simultaneously, communicating through dance and the body in
ways in which mere words are not enough. When I dance, I feel my entire being engage with
intensity that I have grown to crave, even if the feeling lasts for just fleeting moment. Whether it
is through concert or commercial dance, musical theatre, improvisation, collaboration or one day
my own choreography, dancing will always be a prominent force in my life.
"Life is not measured by the number of breaths we take, but by the moments that take our
breath away. "
-Maya Angelou
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Thoughts on Mentoring Maury Wiederaenders' Choreographic
Process for Shadow .
Maury Wiederaenders came to me in the fall of 2014 and asked if I would watch a
couple of videos of rehearsals for a new dance she was creating. It was a duet for a
man, Rhett, and a woman, Taylor, and she had about a minute of material. But she
was having a "choreographer's block" that was preventing her from continuing and
she felt quite frustrated with the entire process. Although she did not say outright
that she wanted to give up on this attempt to choreograph, her frustration was such
that I did feel her leaning towards that conclusion. I watched the videos .
In the first one I saw Rhett doing typical B-boy moves to a;. Jrdinary pop song in
front of a skateboard that was set downstage left. After his brief solo, he bellyflopped onto the skateboard and rode off stage right. In the second video I saw
Taylor and Rhett on opposite ends of the diagonal, doing both unison and
complementary movements. The choreography, although different from the B-boy
steps that Rhett did in his solo section, still suffered from stock movement danced to
standard music. I told her that her dancers were wonderful - which they were. Her
rudimentary idea of widening and narrowing the distance between two people was
one worth exploring, but that the movement was uninventive, the music added
nothing interesting or unique to the environment of the dance, and the skateboard
simply had to go. In a nutshell, I gave her the hard truth - she had one good idea and
two good dancers but that was it .
When students ask if I can watch the initial stages of their choreography projects I
don't mince words. I have never told a student give it up, but I have also never lied
about seeing potential in their ideas and aesthetics when I feel there isn't any.
Choreography is a rigorous process. You can't just go in the studio, put on a song you
like and start dancing around. It involves a lot of contemplation outside the studio
and rehearsal inside the studio. It involves comprehensive movement research for
the choreographer alone, and with her dancers. It involves deliberate considerations
of music, space, costume, and lighting. It often requires the choreographer to be
sensitive to, and give herself over to, the dance that needs to be made, and not
necessarily the dance she wants to make. In other words she has to be willing and
ready to be in absolute service to the idea(s) that she has primarily put forward, and
not in service to what looks "cool." So I always step back a bit after giving my dose of
reality to a young choreographer to see if she or he takes my words as a reason to
quit, or the motivation to keep going. Maury took them as the motivation to keep

going. And I daresay she worked harder and longer on this dance than any student
choreographer that I have ever mentored.
Maury did not throw out all of her ideas and start over; she kept the spatial motif
that was working between the two dancers; and she kept some of the movement,
including the B-boy solo for Rhett. She chipped away at this choreographic process
throughout the rest of the fall and into the spring. She came to me regularly with
videos of her rehearsals and invited me to see it live. Each time I could see her going
deeper into one idea and one motif, mining that for all it could yield, before moving
on to introduce something new. She began to push her dancers to expand what it
was they already did well. For Rhett that was B-boy movement and a lovable
persona, for Taylor that was balletic line and an understated allure. By maximizing
those inherent strengths in her dancers, she then had two,' aracters that had
entirely different ways of moving and entirely different rhythms to the way they
"spoke" to one another. There was now inherent drama in seeing these two
disparate people relate. Maury continued to investigate their spatial and movement
relationships, watching closely the suggestions of power, gender ideology, sibling
rivalry, and sexual convention that each choreographic decision brought forth.
She wanted Rhett to remain a B-boy. He did the movement well and it fit his
character to do this recognizable vernacular dance. But the music was gutterballing
the dance. Seeing B-boy to schlocky pop music doesn't tell us anything new, I said to
Maury. Let's see recognizable movement in an atypical environment. Then you are
telling us something new. She chose to change the music to Ostinato Pianissimo by
Henry Cowell. Cowell was an avant-garde composer of New Music in the early 20 th
century. Ostinato Pianissimo, composed in 1934, is one of his most famous pieces. It
is piece for percussion ensemble in which Cowell, similar to his contemporaries in
modern music, gave prominence to instruments that were once considered
peripheral in traditional Western orchestral and symphonic music. So to watch a
street-dance solo on the concert stage to music from the early 20 th century that was
pushing the boundary of what was considered sweet-sounding and melodious now that was something interesting, unique, and thought-provoking.
This duet, that stared out as a cute romp between two students, now contained
within it poignant comments about notions of class and gender in our contemporary
moment. And Maury did not shy away from these implications; rather she went
deeper inside each one. She asked many professors and students to come see the
work and offer their feedback. And within that collection of opinions Maury both
listened closely and stayed true to her vision.
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The finished piece, Shadow, was performed for four nights during the 2015 student
dance concert, Transparency. I consider the duet one of the most successful dances
on the concert. Maury chose lighting and costumes that served the dance well. Her
movement vocabulary was rich and well researched. She chose the perfect dancers.
Rhett and Taylor stayed committed to Maury's process throughout the months that
it changed radically. And they gave consummate performances each time.
Being a good choreographer is not about being inspired to make movement to music
that she loves. Being a good choreographer is about being aware that there is a
dance in the air, in the heart, or in our collective consciousness that needs to be
made. And her job as the choreographer is to find that dance, and burrow down in
service to its fullest realization. Maury did just that. Her commitment to the creation
of Shadow was as full and noble as any professional chored5 rapher's I've seen. It
was a true joy and honor to be a part of a choreographic process that was as
rigorous and successful as Maury's was. She never gave up on making this dance,
and she now has a precious gem to offer the dance world because of that.
-Roz LeBlanc Loo

